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Company
ProfileDelphi has been established by qualified

professionals to accomplish the growing needs of

professionals by enhancing their job productivity in

MENA region & India. The Institute is approved by

the Knowledge and Human Development

Authority (KHDA), Dubai, UAE. Delphi is also an

approved training center by the professional

accounting body, IMA (USA).

We are also an ISO 9001:2015 certified company.

Who we are and what we do



Vision

Rigorous training and

Knowledge Dissemination.

Equipping the students with

development of critical skills

to face the challenges of the

complex global society.

Mission

Providing high quality training

and support services to our

students and corporate clients.

Providing access to national and

international professors/trainers

who create master minds and

transform learning.



WHY DO SO MANY
PROFESSIONALS SAY
THEY ARE PROJECT
MANAGING, WHEN WHAT
THEY ARE ACTUALLY
DOING IS FIREFIGHTING?

COLIN BENTLEY,  1997



ABOUT
PRINCE2

PRINCE2 can be applied to any type of

project within any industry sector.   The

method is widely recognized and

understood and so provides a 

common vocabulary for all those

involved in a project, which helps

effective communication. The method

also provides for the explicit

recognition of project responsibilities

so that participants understand each

other's role and needs. There is a

defined structure for accountability,

delegation, authority and

communication.



The development of PRINCE2 was driven

by the feedback from end-users,  project

management specialists and a review

panel of 150 public and  private sector

organisations. This has resulted in a

generic best practice  method which is

flexible enough to be tailored to the

specific needs of  different organizations

for all projects, including Agile delivery.

PRINCE2 is compatible with all other

project management qualifications as  it

provides the technical structure of the

framework for the project, which  will

complement the softer skills learnt on

other qualifications.



BENEFITS OF
PRINCE2

CERTIFICATION
PRINCE2 (Projects IN Controlled

Environments) is a structured method

for  effective project management. It is

a de facto standard used extensively 

by the UK Government and is widely

recognized and utilized in the private 

sector, both in the UK and

internationally. Here is only a quick list

of some  of the benefits that using

PRINCE2 brings



The Brief

It offers reviews of progress against the business

case and project care.

 

It will also mean that there is a good flow of

communications between  the stakeholders and

other project teams, as well as improved levels of 

customer satisfaction

It will also provide a way for being able to manage

any deviations from  the project plan

It will imply that there is a common project

language and gives flexible  decision points.

 

 

 

It gives a standard approach to managing projects

 

It is easier to determine the possible problems

that might or are happening.



Why Prince2 Certification?

UNDERSTANDING
You will obtain greater control of

Resources, and the ability to manage 

Business & Project Risk more effectively.

RECOGNIZATION
The credential has garnered Global

Recognition and command a higher 

salary for Certified Professionals over Non-

Credentialed Professionals

DEVELOPE
Develop a Product Based Planning

approach for projects that divides them

into Manageable and ontrollable stages.

RESPECT
This certification recognizes the

competence of an individual to do, 

specifically experience in Leading and

Directing Projects successfully.



IMPORTANCE
0F PRINCE2 CERTIFICATION

More structured approach to Project

Management as provides a  method for

managing Projects within a clearly

defined framework.

1ST 
Systematic & Logical Procedure to

coordinate among the People & 

Activities in a Project

2ND 

Receive an automatic control of

deviations in the plan as each process

is  defined with its key Inputs, Outputs,

Goals & Activities.

4TH 

Excel in Designing & Supervising the

project along with an adjustment  in

the project in case it doesn’t develop as

Planned.

3RD 

Implement a better & efficient control

of resources since the method is

divided into Manageable Stages.

5TH 



The PRINCE2 2017 Certification Scheme

builds on PRINCE2 2009, but   places a fresh

emphasis on tailoring the method to the

needs of   organizations and project

management environments. It makes up the

Foundation, Practitioner and PRINCE2 Agile

Practitioner  qualifications.

PRINCE2 EXAM
The format of the Foundation exam is as

follows:
50 minute exam duration

60 questions
Closed book

 3/60 required to pass = 55% pass mark

The format of the Practitioner exam is as
follows:

150 minute exam duration
68 questions

38/68 required to pass = 55% pass mark
Open book (official PRINCE2 manual only)



WHY DELPHI?
Premier Institute and Training Provider

 

Highly qualified trainers with core Industry experience

spanning multiple countries

Access to Delphi, Learning Management System (LMS)

Authorized Course Provider

 

 

Apply for Exam and assistance for registration etc.

Delphi promises success in your Prince2 Exam



TRAINING HIGHLIGHTS
FOR YOUR DEVELOPMENT

Post training

support

Best FacultyAssignments &

Cases

Classroom Training: Mock Exam



I have really enjoyed the course with
Delphi and Parvez, the instructor was
very knowledgeable and experienced.
He has the skills for explaining

every topic very efficiently. I will
probably take another course with

him.

Issa Al Mashini

Testimonials

Delphi Star is the best Training
Center in UAE in affordable prices.
I love to have more courses in the

coming period to enhance my
experience and capabilities.

Abdul Naeem



Corporates We Have Trained



CONNECT WITH US

TWITTER
https://twitter.com/edudelphi

INSTAGRAM
https://www.instagram.com/edudelphi/

FACEBOOK
https://www.facebook.com/delphistartraining/

LINKEDIN
https://www.linkedin.com/company/edudelphi-training/



Contact
Us

We'd love to hear
from you!

Aurora Waterfront", Unit - 18 (7-th floor), Plot no. 34/1,

Block - GN, Sector -5, Salt Lake, Kolkata, 700091, India

ADDRESS

www.edudelphi.in

WEBSITE

info@edudelphi.com

EMAIL ADDRESS

+91 9932 120 098

PHONE NUMBER

+91 9932 120 098

WHTASAPP NUMBER

Head Office- Dubai


